
KEEPER 1 AND KEEPER 2 DIVISIONS INDOOR FUTSAL RULES 

 

1.  Games are being played 5v5 pickup style which means the person in charge of the games will make all 

teams each night of play.   Size 4 Futsal ball to be used.  Games will be 10 mins long and will be played 

during the time frame allotted for indoor on the given night.  The person in charge will instruct the 

process of which teams play each other throughout the night. 

 

2.  Games will be played Futsal style (with modifications).  The court lines will be used for the “field” of 

play as follows:   If the ball goes out on the sides (the touchlines) then Kick-ins will replace throw-ins.  A 

kick-in must be taken within 4 seconds, the ball must be stationary, the player taking the kick must have 

their plant floor on or behind the touchline and the ball must be on the touchline or within a foot behind 

the touchline.  If the ball goes out on the sides where the goals are (the goal lines) then the re-start is 

either a Cornerkick or a Goal Clearance.  Cornerkicks will be taken from the corners.  No goalkicks are 

taken…replacing that is the “Goal Clearance”…which the goalie can only do by hand.  On a Goal 

Clearance the goalie cannot throw the ball directly over the mid-court.  Ball has to touch the goalie’s 

defensive side of the court first in order for it to be able to go over the mid-court.  Ball has to leave the 

penalty area to be back into play (just like a goal kick).  If ball is thrown directly over mid-court then the 

re-start for the other team is an indirect free kick from the mid-line.  Goalie has 4 seconds to release the 

ball and can only use hands to release (no punting or dropkicks).   During active play when the goalie 

makes a save, goalie has 4 seconds to release the ball and can’t release to themselves.  The penalty area 

will be the area within the basketball arc. 

 

3.  At all times, if goalie has ball in his/her possession longer than 4 seconds, then that team loses  

possession and the ball will go to the other team with re-start as an indirect free kick from the spot 

where the goalie had possession of the ball (if outside of the penalty area), or top of the penalty area (if 

the goalie had possession of the ball inside the penalty area).  If during a kick-in the kicker takes more 

than 4 seconds or doesn’t kick the ball directly into play, then the other team takes possession and the 

re-start is their kick-in.  Kicker cannot score directly on a kick-in (like a throw-in).  If during a corner kick 

the kicking team takes more than 4 seconds to kick, then the possession goes to the other team and the 

re-start is a goal clearance. 

 

4. Goalie 2-touch rule:   Once the goalie releases the ball either during active play or after a Goal 

Clearance, the goalie can’t touch the ball again until someone else from the opposing team touches the 

ball.   Once the opposing team touches the ball, then the outdoor rules for the pass back to the goalie 

will be in effect and goalie can touch the ball.   If the goalie does touch the ball before someone else 

from the opposing team touches the ball, then the re-start is an indirect free kick from the spot where 

the goalie had possession of the ball (if outside of the penalty area), or top of the penalty area (if the 

goalie had possession of the ball inside the penalty area).   

 

5.   All fouls will be called the same as outdoor soccer in regards to direct and indirect free kicks.  If a 

restart is a penalty kick, then the kick will be taken from the top of the arc (3 point spot) and the kicker 

can only take a step to kick the ball…no run ups.  If during play the ball hits the ceiling or lights, then the 

re-start is an indirect free kick closest to the spot where it hit. 

 



6. Subbing will be done on the fly. 

 

7. Kickoffs can go in any direction and a goal CAN’T be scored directly on a kickoff (kicker can’t shoot the 

ball directly and score a goal). 

 

8. No standings will be kept for these divisions. 


